Introduction
The increasing use of peptides as reagents for diagnostic, therapeutic, and basic research purposes highlights the need for engineered molecules with particular affinity and specificity profiles. Natural peptide interaction partners often do not have the high affinity or specificity required for such applications. Two main approaches exist for developing peptide reagents with desired binding characteristics: screening of large peptide libraries and computational design of peptide sequences. [1] Library screens that use cell surface display, phage display, mRNA or ribosome display, and smaller, synthetic peptide libraries screened on beads are powerful techniques for discovering peptide reagents. [2] [3] [4] [5] High throughput screening technologies can routinely survey 10 8 (yeast display) -10 15 (mRNA display) DNA sequences, but the enormous theoretical sequence spaces of peptides greater than ~6-8 residues exceeds even those large numbers. Thus, randomly generated sequences may not sample the best molecules. A common alternative approach to identifying optimized peptide binders is to mutagenize a known interaction partner. When using random mutagenesis, whether by error-prone PCR or the use of NNK or other degenerate codons, the mutational load per sequence may be difficult to tune because different protein positions have different sensitivities to mutation. Too high of mutagenesis load will yield many non-binders, whereas low mutagenesis may not achieve sequences sufficiently diverged from the original sequence to meet challenging affinity or specificity goals. [6] Meanwhile, computational modeling of protein-peptide interactions is advancing. Several methods have used structural information to successfully predict interacting peptide sequences in the proteome. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Physical detail in the models used for this ranges from high, in methods deriving from molecular mechanics calculations, to low in methods that use simple distance tabulations. However, relatively few examples of purely computational design of novel peptide binding partners have been reported. [12] [13] [14] [15] This is in contrast to the field of protein-protein interaction design, in which computational design of novel interaction partners is becoming increasingly common. [16] [17] [18] It remains difficult to achieve adequate conformational sampling of peptide conformations, and inaccuracies in standard energy functions limit the accuracy of scoring complexes that involve only a small number of residue contacts. [19] In recent years, the strengths of computational design and library screening technologies have been combined in methods that utilize computational algorithms to design libraries that reflect predictions about stability or binding made by a computational or data-based model. [1] Designing a large library that can be screened by high-throughput technologies, rather than just a small handful of sequences, overcomes the requirement for detailed and accurate information on all peptide positions. Researchers can make the best use of their screening capabilities by limiting variation to a productive sequence space, e.g., to peptide positions at which models predict affinity or specificity-enhancing mutations.
In the laboratory, libraries can be made using degenerate codons to include variation at different protein positions, can incorporate mixtures of defined codons at different positions, or can be composed of members of defined protein sequence. Libraries made with degenerate codons are the most economical and are the focus of this methods paper; such libraries are widely used. Degenerate codons include mixtures of nucleotides at each codon position that, collectively, encode a set of amino-acid residues. There are conventions for naming such codons, e.g. NNK stands for a codon with a mixture of A, C, G, T at the first and second positions, and a mixture of G and T at the last position. The NNK degenerate codon can code for any amino acid or a single stop codon. See the standard IUPAC nomenclature for definitions of other degenerate codons (http:// www.bioinformatics.org/sms/iupac.html).
Much of the published work on computationally directed library design has been done in the context of enriching libraries for functional sequences of single-domain proteins such as green fluorescent protein (GFP), cytochrome P450, and β-lactamase. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] A common general approach is to use a list of sequences (e.g., a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) or the output of protein design calculations) thought to be enriched in functional proteins and then try to match the amino-acid preferences at positions of interest by intelligently choosing degenerate codons. Several different algorithms and methods have been developed to guide the choice of degenerate codons, or, for directly synthesized, defined-sequence libraries, the choice of amino acids. Existing methods for optimization of degenerate codon choice have recently been well summarized by Jacobs et al. [25] Relatively simple methods have used brute force enumeration of all possible libraries composed of degenerate codons that approximate an amino-acid distribution found in an MSA or ranked list of protein designs. [26, 27] This leaves the choice of an individual library design to be made by the user based on library size or score. The OCoM method of Parker et al. also requires an MSA as input, but chooses degenerate codons based on dynamic programming and integer programming. This method considers pairwise frequencies, and also allows design of defined-sequence libraries. [20] The optimization method balances a quality objective (matching the MSA frequencies) with a novelty objective (minimizing sequence identity to individual members of the MSA) to meet the goal of a library enriched in beneficial mutations. In a further advancement, Jacobs et al. used dynamic programming to choose degenerate codons to represent the amino-acid distributions in a sequence list, but allowed multiple degenerate codons at each position in the library design phase. This additional flexibility can be used to minimize how much the size of the library in DNA space exceeds the number of protein sequences encoded. [25] Alternative methods used for library design have borrowed from techniques used in protein structure design. An early method by Hayes et al. generated a ranked list of sequences based on a Monte Carlo search around the calculated global minimum energy sequence and conformation. [28] This list of sequences was then converted to an amino-acid probability table, and a defined-sequence library was constructed to meet certain size and score cutoffs. Treynor et al. created libraries encoding GFP variants by several different methods including methods based on Hayes et al., error-prone PCR, and a new method, DBIS (diversity benefits applied to interacting sets). [23] The DBIS method used dead end elimination to optimize degenerate codon choices based on average rotamer interaction energies for the amino-acid sets encoded by the degenerate codons. Comparison of the success rate of different library design methods in generating functional, fluorescent GFP variants revealed that structure-based design methods had greater success rates than methods based on an MSA, and all intelligent library design methods performed better than error-prone PCR. Additionally, Treynor et al. showed that the success rate when screening designed libraries increased with the mutational load in the library, but this was not true for the error-prone PCR libraries. Guntas et al. also found that a naïve library that randomly mutated protein interface residues failed to produce binders in the design of a novel protein-protein interaction, while Rosetta-based libraries were successful. [29] These studies underscore the advantages of intelligently designed libraries over random mutagenesis in increasing the probability of success for diverse protein function and binding goals. Another recent example of structure-based library design used cluster expansion to convert structure-based Rosetta energies of variants to sequence level scores. [24] The authors then used integer linear programming to optimize the library composition, with options to use pairwise energies and output a degenerate codon or defined-sequence library.
For the design of peptide libraries, flexibility in the ability to use many different types of input information is advantageous. Multiple sequence alignments, which are the preferred input for many previous library design methods, may not be useful for all protein-peptide interaction families, due to either too few validated binding partners, or extreme diversity in the binding site sequences. For many systems, there may also exist experimental data of varying types (SPOT arrays, alanine mutagenesis, deep sequencing data from single point mutant libraries, etc.) that a researcher would like to take into account. To incorporate diverse information sources that include both experimental and computationally derived data, we present a method for the computational design of peptide libraries enriched in sequences with a desired affinity or specificity profile. The basic method presented here was first used by Chen et al. to design libraries of Bcl-x L variants with enhanced specificity for binding to BH3 peptides. Library design in that instance was based on Rosetta energies. [30] The method was then adapted to design BH3 peptide libraries enriched in specific binders of Bfl-1 based on SPOT array data, with a constraint imposed to ensure sampling of chemical diversity. [31] We have further demonstrated the utility of the method by designing two more BH3 peptide libraries with specificity for other Bcl-2 family members using SPOT array data and computational predictions from STATIUM. [32] Diverse, quantifiable experimental data or computational predictions can be used as input to this general framework, which applies integer linear programming to optimize library composition based on an easily modified set of parameters. The output is a degenerate codon library with size and characteristics tuned to the desired experimental screening strategy and end goal defined by the researcher.
Materials
The library optimization method presented here can be run with a simple set of scripts in a terminal environment on a Mac or Linux machine. Two Perl scripts, writeCodon.pl and runILP.pl do the complete design process. Two additional files are needed to run these scripts. File codon_combos.txt includes a database of codons used by writeCodon.pl. File library_design.mod is the file formatted for use with the ILP solver, glpsol, and it is edited and run by the runILP.pl script. These files are included in file LibraryDesignScripts.tar.gz. All scripts and example files are available on the GitHub KeatingLab/LibraryDesign repository.
Additionally, example input and output files are included: file_pref, file_req, codons_output, library_design_output. The files are referred to by these names throughout the Methods section, and they are included in the file LibraryDesignExample.tar.gz. The tar files can be opened using the Archive Utility on a Mac or the command "tar -xvzf LibaryDesignExample.tar.gz" in the terminal.
The ILP problem is solved using the glpsol solver in the GNU Linear Programing Kit (GLPK). This is available as a free download from https://www.gnu.org/software/glpk/. Install on a Linux or Mac machine by following the installation instructions included with the software. You may need to use the command "sudo make install" to install in the default location. Make note of the path where the glpsol solver is installed, as you will need to direct the runILP.pl script to its location (default is /usr/local/bin/glpsol).
Finally, for the advanced multi-option method presented in section 3.5, scripts and example input and output files are included in MultiOption.tar.gz. File names are as given in section 3.5.
Methods
The method for library design presented here proceeds through the three steps outlined in Figure 1 , followed by optional analysis of predicted library performance and further rounds of design. Because the available input information will vary for every protein-peptide interaction study, we present a general framework for formalizing various input datasets. Likewise, library design objectives will vary. We describe and provide a basic framework for optimizing a library to include peptides with high affinity or specificity for one target interaction partner. After a library design is output by the ILP code, a researcher can analyze it for its predicted behavior based on any experimental or computational models available.
The results of these analyses can then be used to manually alter the allowed substitution and codon choices to improve output for further rounds of design. We have found this iterative process of design and evaluation very useful in exploring the tradeoffs that a protein designer inevitably faces when devising a screen.
Formalization of prior knowledge of binding preferences
In deciding which positions to mutate, a researcher should use all information available (Note 1). This may include SPOT arrays, in which peptide positions are mutated to all 20 amino acids and binding is semi-quantitatively measured to the peptides synthesized on a membrane. Similarly, alanine scanning or hydrophile scanning can provide information on which positions are most important for binding. [33] Deep sequencing data from random mutagenesis libraries, or deep mutational scanning experiments can provide similar positional information. [34, 35] Lacking any experimental binding data, a structure of the peptide bound to the target is a valuable source of information (Note 2). Computational methods such as STATIUM or Rosetta can be used to generate scores for all possible peptide point mutants based on a structure of the complex, in effect generating a virtual SPOT array. [36, 37] In this section, we cover how to convert SPOT array intensities or deep sequencing data to a position specific scoring matrix (PSSM). We also discuss the use of computational tools for mutational scoring. [37] 3.1.1 Generation of a PSSM from SPOT array data-
1.
SPOT array intensities can be quantified using imaging software. Several wildtype peptide spots (ideally distributed throughout the array to control for variation in exposure) can be used for normalization. In our protocols, we average the intensity of all wild-type peptide signals.
2.
To compute a PSSM score for a mutation, use the following equation where M is the mutant SPOT array intensity, and W is the average wild-type intensity
Mutants showing weaker binding than wild type will have scores below zero, and mutants with tighter binding will have positive scores.
3.
If SPOT arrays are available for the target and a competitor, a difference PSSM score can be calculated for use in a library designed for specificity. Because the range of intensities observed on SPOT arrays is likely to vary for different binding partners, each SPOT array-derived PSSM should be normalized and a Zscore calculated. The Z-score difference can then be used as a metric of specificity for each possible substitution. The equation below can be used to calculate the standardized PSSM difference, where µ is the mean intensity across each array (target, T or competitor, C), and σ is the standard deviation across each array.
Generation of a PSSM from deep sequencing data-
The type of metric generated from deep sequencing data will depend on the type of experiment that it was produced from. For a single mutant dataset in which both the input and selected libraries were sequenced, variant frequencies can be converted into a PSSM-like matrix via a variety of previously published methods. [38] [39] [40] If multiple positions were mutated at once, a PSSM can be generated based on the frequencies of substitutions in unique sequences. Using unique sequences limits the biases that can arise in cell surface display or phage display datasets, e.g. from growth rate differences or background mutations. To further improve the quality of the dataset used for generating a sequencing-based model, one can limit the sequences included to those that had some minimum number of counts in the sequencing. This minimizes noise from sequencing errors. If similarly generated datasets are available for multiple binding partners, a difference PSSM score can be calculated and used as a specificity metric.
3.1.3 Use of structure-based scores-When a structure of the protein-peptide complex of interest is available, or a homology model built on a close homolog, a variety of computational scoring methods can be used to provide predictions of the effect of mutations on binding affinity. Scoring methods that can easily score all possible mutations in a peptide include STATIUM, Rosetta, FoldX, and Discovery Studio. [41] The effect of each point mutation can be calculated as the difference from the wild-type peptide score (e.g., ΔSTATIUM = STATIUM wt -STATIUM mutant ). If structures are available for the peptide bound to the target protein and competitors, a specificity score can be computed as the difference between these relative scores (e.g., ΔΔSTATIUM = ΔSTATIUM target -ΔSTATIUM competitor ). As discussed above for the PSSM specificity scores, the range of scores for different structures may be different. Therefore, it is advisable to compute the positional scores for all 20 amino acids at each peptide position and then normalize these scores for each structure. A Z-score difference can then be calculated as in 3.1.1.3. If the wild-type peptide binds to the target and competitors with different affinity, the score difference will be a difference in the relative effect on binding relative to wild-type, not a comparison the the affinity.
Categorization of mutations
Before designing a library on the DNA level, a researcher must first choose which peptide positions to vary and which amino-acid substitutions to favor. These choices will depend on the goal for the library screening experiment, particularly whether the goal is simply to obtain high affinity peptides for one protein target, or to obtain peptides that show both high affinity for the target and much lower binding to other proteins (competitors), in other words, specificity for the target. The length of the region to mutate can depend on physical considerations, such as how much of the peptide comes in contact with its binding partner, as well as on practical considerations, such as the length of oligonucleotides required for library assembly and the length of sequencing reads if the enriched library pools will be deep sequenced. Given advances in DNA synthesis and sequencing in recent years, most peptides will be well within standard length limits.
In our protocol, two categories of substitutions must be chosen: required and preferred. Substitutions categorized as required will always be included in the library design. Wildtype residues are generally included as required. Additional required residues may include substitutions for which there is strong evidence (experimental or computational) suggesting that they will have the desired effect on affinity or specificity. Preferred substitutions are included in the library as space and other criteria permit, as determined by the optimization algorithm. For a library designed to optimize binding affinity, preferred residues could include all residues predicted to be non-disruptive for binding to the target (neutral to beneficial). For specificity library design, the preferred set might be further narrowed to require that residues also weaken binding to competitors, according to some metric. Choices of how to define sets of required and preferred residues will depend on the data available for the protein-peptide interaction system and are ultimately made by the user. For example schemes used to designate preferred and required residues, please see references [30] [31] [32] . The number of positions input into the design process can exceed the number that will be varied in the output library design. Thus, a designer can be generous at this stage and provide information on more positions than they ultimately want to vary.
The following steps will define the two required sets of residues:
1.
Make a plain text file for the required residues (see example file_req). Each line should include the wild-type residue and peptide position number followed by a list of the one-letter amino-acid codes of the residues that the designer wants to require at that position. For example, the line I4 IRY, would mean that in place of the wild-type isoleucine at position 4, the designer wants to require sampling of isoleucine, arginine, and tyrosine.
2.
Make a plain text file for the preferred residues (see example file_pref). Each line lists the wild-type residue and position number followed by a list of the oneletter amino-acid codes of the preferred residues, each followed by the number 1. The preferred residues must include all of the required residues. For example, I4
Library optimization
The choice of degenerate codons used to encode the library proceeds through two steps. First, for each peptide position, a list of all degenerate codons capable of encoding all of the required residues is output. This list is narrowed to exclude codons that encode fewer preferred residues but more trinucleotides than another codon in the list. Second, the list of possible degenerate codons at each position is fed into an ILP solver and a codon is chosen for each position such that the library score is maximized and the library size restraint is met. The default library score is the number of protein sequences encoded by the library that are composed entirely of preferred residues (i.e., the product of the number of preferred amino acids encoded by the chosen codons at each position). Users can define other scores that are linear functions of the codon choices, see section 3.5
Initial trimming of codons-

1.
Put four files into one directory: the two files specifying the preferred and required residues (e.g. file_pref and file_req), a file containing all codons (codon_combos.txt), and the Perl script that makes the initial codon choices (writeCodon.pl).
2.
In a terminal, in the directory with the four files, run the script with the following command, where "codons_output" is any name the designer chooses for the output file.
perl -w writeCodon.pl file_req file_pref codons_output
This produces a file (e.g. codons_output) that lists each peptide position specified in the required file (file_req) followed by a list of the degenerate codon choices for each position (Figure 2a ). Each degenerate codon line includes the following information: degenerate codon, amino acids encoded, the number of trinucleotides encoded (codon size), the number of preferred residues encoded, and the percentage of trinucleotides that encode for preferred amino acids. Standard IUPAC nomenclature is used for the degenerate codons (http:// www.bioinformatics.org/sms/iupac.html). Thus, the line: DNK ACDEFGIKLMNRSTVWYZ 24 9.00 0.50, is interpreted as the degenerate codon DNK encodes the amino acids ACDEFGIKLMNRSTVWYZ (Z is a stop codon) using 24 trinucleotides. This codon encodes 9 preferred amino acids, with 50% of the 24 trinucleotides encoding preferred amino acids. Note that some positions may have different codons encoding different amino-acid sets that have the same number of preferred residues and same size. The designer should look through the codons_output file for such examples and manually choose one codon to keep based on criteria such as chemical diversity or scores in the input models. If this is not done, the ILP script in the next step will simply use the first codon listed of a given size and score. 
ILP library optimization-
The script runILP.pl reads in the codons_output file created by the step above and writes out a text file with the degenerate codon chosen for each peptide position and information on the library score and size (Note 3). To make the codon choices, the ILP solver is instructed by the file library_design.mod to optimize the library score, with the constraint that the library be smaller than a specified size. The library score is the number of sequences that are entirely composed of preferred residues.
1.
Put the following three files into your design directory: the codons_output file created in the step above, library_design.mod, and the Perl script that directs the ILP solver and creates the output file, runILP.pl.
2.
Edit the following line in runILP.pl to include the correct path to where the ILP solver, glpsol, was installed on your computer (replace path/to): my $glpsol = "/path/to/glpsol" If the GLPK package was installed on your local computer using default installation settings, it will likely be located in /usr/local/bin/glpsol.
3.
Edit library_design.mod to set the library size constraint (Note 4). This file contains the constraints that go into the ILP solver. Find the line "subject to totalsize: sum {v in V} costVTOT[v] * X[v], <= 7.0;", and change 7.0 to another number (e.g. for a library size constraint of 10 5 change to 5.0). This library size is the size in DNA sequences. A good rule-of-thumb is to set this 10-fold lower than the maximum transformation efficiency or screening throughput of the library-screening platform to be used, in order to sample most of the library.
4.
Run the ILP optimization:
perl -w runILP.pl codons_output library_design_output
The file "library_design_output" is whatever the designer chooses to name their output file, and codons_output is the file output by writeCodon.pl.
If a solution is found, the standard output will say "Optimal solution found", and a text file with the library design will be created (e.g. library_design_output_example). An example library design output is shown in Figure 2b , with an explanation of the outputted metrics given in the figure legend. This is a very fast process, completed in <1 second on a standard laptop. If a solution is not found, there is no solution possible that encodes all of the required residues within the library size constraint. The standard output will say "Problem has no feasible solution". In this situation, the designer will need to go back to the categorization of mutations step and reduce the number of required mutations, or increase the library size constraint and run the codon trimming and ILP steps again.
Once a library design is output, the basic process is complete, and the designer can order oligonucleotides encoding the library from a DNA synthesis company using machine mixing of nucleotides to encode the degenerate codons. Below, we present further steps that a designer can take to analyze the predicted characteristics of the library to inform modifications for further rounds of the library design process. Additionally, we provide a more complex protocol that allows consideration of chemical diversity and optimization based directly on a user-defined scoring system, rather than on the number of preferred residues.
Analysis of library designs
Designed libraries can be evaluated on several levels to get an idea of the predicted performance for the affinity or specificity objective. Adjustments can be made to the inputted lists of preferred and required residues, as well as the initial codon lists, in order to improve predicted performance. Predictors of performance or library quality include the simple statistics output by the library design script, or more in-depth analysis of the scores of all theoretical library sequences based on quantitative models available for the peptide interaction system.
A first-pass library design analysis would look at the statistics output by the library design script including the library score, the number of protein sequences encoded, and the percent of the library that is predicted to be useful (i.e., the percentage of the DNA sequences that encode only preferred residues). To maximize these statistics, you can change the amino acids you list as preferred and required, or alter the codon choices by manually editing the codons_output file before running the ILP script. Some combinations of required amino acids may necessitate the choice of large codons, which may include many amino acids that could be disruptive for binding, lowering the fraction of the library that is predicted to be useful. Consider whether all of the required residues are necessary, or if you can require a chemically similar residue that allows the choice of a smaller codon. Alternatively, if you are willing to use multiple oligonucleotides to construct your library, you can use more than one codon at a position, as done by Chen et al. [30] It is also important to consider the mutational load of your library, or how many positions are varied. Previous studies have found that a higher mutational load in intelligently designed libraries correlates with a greater chance of success. [23] If some positions turn out to not contribute as much to affinity or specificity as predicted by an input model, then allowing a few amino-acid choices at many positions will provide a better chance of success than allowing a large diversity of amino acids at a few positions. However, it is also important to consider how many potentially disruptive mutations you are including. For example, if a given position includes a choice between just two amino acids, and one of these disrupts binding, then half of the library will not bind. To spread the diversity of your library across many positions, you can adjust the size of codons chosen. Manually edit the writeCodons.pl output (codons_output) to remove large codons (particularly codons that encode stop codons or potentially disruptive amino acids) at positions where a large amount of diversity is not a high priority, and then re-run the ILP optimization on the edited file. Focus diversity on positions that are most likely to impart high affinity or specificity, based on the information available for the peptide system.
If quantitative scoring models are available for your peptide system (e.g., PSSMs based on SPOT arrays, or fast-to-evaluate structure-based scores), these models can be used to score the theoretical library and predict how many sequences are likely to have the desired affinity or specificity characteristics. First, write out the theoretical library by creating sequences for all possible combinations of the amino acids at each position in the library design. Then, compute the score for each sequence as the sum of the scores for each position in the peptide. If you are designing a library for specificity and have models for competitor interaction partners, you can score the theoretical library on those models for comparison and analysis of predicted specificity. The score of the wild-type peptide sequence that the library is based upon can be used as a cutoff to calculate the proportion of the library that has wild-type-like or greater affinity. For analysis of a library designed for affinity, a simple histogram can be used to visualize the distribution of library scores. For specificity library design, we use two-dimensional histograms (density plots) to compare the library sequence scores for the target and competitor interaction partners. [31] We recently designed and enriched a BH3 peptide library for specific binding to the viral Bcl-2 homolog KSBcl-2 over the competitor human Bcl-2 homologs. [32] In evaluating different library designs, we scored the libraries using PSSMs derived from SPOT arrays for KSBcl-2 or human Bcl-2 homologs binding to BH3 peptide mutants. Figure 3 shows the scores for the theoretical library in gray scale density plots. The wild-type peptide scores are marked with lines, creating quadrants. The proportion of the library that was predicted to have both greater affinity than wild type for KSBcl-2 and weaker binding to one of two human homologs (Mcl-1 in panel 3a and Bcl-x L in panel 3b) falls in the lower right quadrant. We went through several rounds of refinement of our choice of preferred and required residues, and additionally edited the codons_output file in order to maximize the number of sequences that fell in this quadrant. Sequences from clones that survived experimental enrichment for KSBcl-2-specific binding are overlaid in red, and a small selection of peptides that were directly tested in solution binding assays and shown to bind preferentially to KSBcl-2 are shown in blue. These pools that are enriched in specific sequences cluster near the lower right quadrant lending support for this approach to library design optimization. For more details, see Foight & Keating.
[32]
Alternative library optimization protocols
More complex library optimization strategies can be envisioned. In this section we present an additional set of scripts and example files (in MultiOption.tar.gz) that follow the same basic approach as in section 3.3, but allow consideration of chemical diversity and permit optimization based directly on positional scores. Chemical diversity criteria were used to favor codons with more chemically diverse sets of amino acids in the design of a peptide library to bind specifically to Bfl-1. [31] In analogy to optimizing the number of sequences that contain only preferred residues, optimization can be done using any score that can be converted to a PSSM, i.e, a table with peptide positions as columns and scores for all 20 amino acids as rows. In the example that we present here, we use a table with the frequencies of the 20 amino acids at 21 peptide positions in a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) of BH3 peptides. This library design favors sequences composed of residues with high frequencies, as outlined below, but users can choose their own PSSM. The library design protocol can be run in six different modes: there are three scoring modes, each of which can be used with or without consideration of chemical diversity. The scoring modes are: (1) the count of sequences composed entirely of preferred amino acids ("preferred score", i.e, that used in section 3.3), (2) the MSA frequencies-based score (here referred to as the MSA score), or (3) a sum of the preferred and MSA scores. The scripts included require input of four criteria (chemical diversity classes, preferred and required amino acids, and another score) regardless of which mode is being used.
Initial trimming of codons-
1.
Make input files for writeCodon_MOp.pl, which does the initial trimming of codons based on size and score(s). Make two files of preferred and required residues as in section 3.2 (example files file_pref_MOp, file_req_MOp). Make a comma-separated value file (csv) of your PSSM-formatted scores (example file BSA_MSA_table.csv). This can be constructed in Excel and saved as a .csv file. The position names in the column header of the .csv file should be of the format: number, lowercase letter (e.g., '2a'). The position names in the required and preferred files should be of the format: capital letter of wild-type amino acid, number, lowercase letter (e.g. 'E2a'). The regular expressions that recognize the position names in both Perl scripts need to be changed if a different position naming convention is used.
2.
Edit the chemical diversity classes set in writeCodon_MOp.pl. Open the file in a text editor and go to the section with the header "# settings for chemical diversity classes". Replace the example positions and sets with your own position names and amino-acid sets. Create a line for each peptide position, again, using the same position nomenclature as used in step 1. When using the chemical diversity criteria, the ILP solver will count the number of "misses" in chemical diversity classes for each codon. The user will set a constraint on the maximum number of misses to allow across all positions, and the solver will fail if it can not find a solution that meets the library size and chemical diversity misses constraints.
3.
Put all of the input files and the script into the same directory (file_pref_MOp, file_req_MOp, BSA_MSA_table.csv, codon_combos.txt, and writeCodon_MOp.pl). In a terminal, in that directory, run:
perl -w writeCodon_MOp.pl file_req_MOp file_pref_MOp
BH3_MSA_table.csv codons_output_MOp
The file codons_output_MOp is the outputted list of positions and codon selections. An example codon line is: NDS CDEFGHIKLMNQRSVWYZ 24 15.00 0.80 0 0.88. The information included is, from left to right: degenerate codon, amino acids encoded, number of trinucleotides, number of preferred amino acids, the sum of the MSA scores for all of the amino acids included, number of chemical diversity class misses, and the fraction of trinucleotides encoding preferred amino acids.
Run the ILP optimization-
The library optimization script runILP_MOp.pl can be run in the six modes described above. As in section 3.3, it outputs the library design that maximizes the score while meeting the library size constraint set by the user, with an optional constraint of number of chemical diversity class misses. The "score" output by the runILP is the raw score optimized by the ILP, which varies depending on the mode that you are running. For preferred score only, the score is the same as in section 3.3, log 10 (number of sequences composed of preferred residues). For MSA score only, the score is log 10 (product of MSA score for each codon). The MSA score for each codon is the sum of the MSA scores for all amino acids included in that codon. When using both scores, "score" is the sum of both, each on a log 10 scale. Note that the MSA score and preferred score may be on different scales, which will affect which score dominates the optimization when using both. If possible, rescale so that the magnitudes are similar, or only use one scoring method at a time.
1.
Set up the runILP_MOp.pl script according to what mode you want to run it in. Six lines in the script are preceded by the header "###EDIT###".
i.
The first line includes the name of the library_design.mod file, which contains the library size and chemical diversity misses constraints; this directs the glpsol. Change this file name to library_design_CD_enabled.mod if using chemical diversity, or library_design_CD_disabled.mod if not using chemical diversity.
ii.
The second line to edit tells the script to use chemical diversity or not. Set the variable "$use_chemical_diversity" equal to 1 if using chemical diversity, or 0, if not.
iii.
Edit the third line to contain the correct path to the glpsol on your machine.
iv.
Set the scoring mode. A set of three lines preceded by "###EDIT###" start at line number 120 in the script. Comment out (add a "#" at the beginning of the line) the two scoring modes that you do not want to use. The choices from top to bottom are: preferred score only, MSA score only, or both.
2.
If using chemical diversity, edit library_design_CD_enabled.mod to set the constraint on the maximum number of chemical diversity class misses to allow. Go to the line "subject to trs: sum {v in V} costVTRS[v] * X[v], <= 5.0;" and set the number at the end to the number of misses to allow. For example, for a peptide in which 10 positions are being varied, 5-10 misses would be a reasonable place to start. The number of misses will depend on how many chemical diversity classes you set in the writeCodon_MOp.pl script.
3.
Run the ILP optimization. Include the following files in the directory you are working in: codons_output_MOp, library_design_CD_enabled/disabled.mod, and runILP_MOp.pl. In a terminal enter:
perl -w runILP_MultiOp.pl codons_output_MOp library_design_output_MOp
If the ILP solver finds a solution, the library design will be output to library_design_output_MOp (or whatever you decide to name the output file). If no solution is possible, the library size constraint, the chemical diversity misses constraint, or the numbers of positions varied and required residues should be adjusted. The format of the library design output is the same as shown in Figure 2 , with the exception that the "Score" value will correspond to one of the log 10 values as described above, depending on which scoring method is used. The number of sequences composed entirely of preferred amino acids (the "Score" for the original optimization method presented in section 3.3) is given as a separate value. Running this protocol without considering chemical diversity and using only the preferred score is equivalent to the protocol described in section 3.3.
Notes
• When the objective is to obtain a peptide with binding specificity for a target protein over competitor proteins, careful consideration of affinity and specificity trade-offs must be made at both the library design and experimental screening stages. To obtain specificity between very similar target and competitor proteins, you may need to include residues that impart specificity but are predicted to be somewhat disruptive for binding the target. However, at the screening stage, if the stringency for binding to the target is too great, these mutations may not make it through the screen.
• Computational models can provide hypotheses about binding at positions for which there is no experimental data. Modeling can be especially valuable for specificity predictions, because experimental data may be limited to the peptide positions that are most important for affinity. However, positions other than such conserved "motif" residues, including residues near peptide termini, are often important for specificity. [32, 42] • The runILP.pl script creates temporary input and output files that are deleted at the end of the script. The temporary input file contains the codon scores and is used by the glpsol. The temporary output file generated by glpsol contains the information that is processed by runILP.pl to create the library design output. If you would like to see these files, comment out the line in runILP.pl below "#Include to delete temporary input and output files".
• The library_design.mod script is based on a script for integer linear programming optimization of rotamer choice by Kingsford et al. [43] Flowchart of the library design process. The first two steps of gathering information from binding experiments or structure-based models and prioritizing substitutions will depend on the information available for the protein-peptide interaction of interest, so we present some general guidelines. The optimization of a degenerate codon library to encode the desired substitutions then proceeds in two parts: initial trimming of the codon choices based on codon size and score, followed by ILP library optimization to yield a library of a desired size with an optimal score. Finally, suggestions are given for analysis of the predicted behavior of the library based on input models, which can inform further rounds of library design to improve predicted library characteristics. . The total size in protein sequences is the product of the number of amino acids encoded by each chosen codon. The score is the optimized value, the number of protein sequences composed entirely of preferred amino acids. The useful fraction is the product of the fraction of trinucleotides encoding preferred amino acids for each chosen codon. Methods Mol Biol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2018 January 01.
